Progress continued on the Lechmere Viaduct Rehabilitation project this week, with **test trains running across the tracks** and work on the top of the viaduct nearly complete. Stay tuned next week for the release of our 2021 Year in Review to see a recap of everything our team was able to accomplish this year and check out the new GLTPS Monthly report online.

**Lechmere Viaduct Rehabilitation**

- **This Week** | Trackwork crews completed finishing touches on the track and signal system, ahead of vehicle testing across the viaduct to commence by the end of December. Green Line trolleys will be moving across the bridge, but will be non-passenger carrying. [Click here to see a video of last week’s test train](#).

- **Lookahead** | Construction workers will demobilize equipment from the top side of the viaduct. However, work will continue on the below the level of the track - crews will complete restoration efforts of sidewalk and park areas, including sport court near Education First Building.